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ABSTRACT

Software engineering (SE) is full of abstract concepts that are cru-

cial for both researchers and practitioners, such as programming

experience, team productivity, code comprehension, and system

security. Secondary studies aimed at summarizing research on the

influences and consequences of such concepts would therefore be

of great value.

However, the inability tomeasure abstract concepts directly poses

a challenge for secondary studies: primary studies in SE can op-

erationalize such concepts in many ways. Standardized measure-

ment instruments are rarely available, and even if they are, many

researchers do not use them or do not even provide a definition

for the studied concept. SE researchers conducting secondary stud-

ies therefore have to decide a) which primary studies intended to

measure the same construct, and b) how to compare and aggregate

vastly different measurements for the same construct.

In this experience report, we discuss the challenge of study se-

lection in SE secondary research on latent variables. We report on

two instances where we found it particularly challenging to decide

which primary studies should be included for comparison and syn-

thesis, so as not to end up comparing apples with oranges. Our

report aims to spark a conversation about developing strategies to

address this issue systematically and pave the way for more effi-

cient and rigorous secondary studies in software engineering.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The only validmeasurement of code quality:WTFs perminute.While

one can easily smile at the comic by ThomHolwerda [19], in which

the number of swear words used during a code review decides

whether code is good or bad, the comic highlights a real challenge

that is as old as the software engineering field itself. Different peo-

ple have different ideas about what code quality is and how best to

measure it. This is because code quality is a construct, i.e. “a con-

cept that is not directly measurable but is represented by indicators

at the operational level to make it measurable” [43].

Software engineering (SE) is full of such constructs. They can en-

able everyone involved to communicate efficiently on an abstract

level, e.g., about a team being more productive than in the previ-

ous sprint, a software system being sufficiently secure, or certain

parts of the code not yet being understandable enough. Since all

of these constructs can be relevant in practice, SE research is con-

cerned with them: primary studies investigate how software teams

can become more productive, which security vulnerabilities make

a system no longer secure, and what has a positive and negative ef-

fect on the understandability of code. Secondary studies then sum-

marize the results of related primary studies to inform research

and practice about available evidence—or at least that is how it is

theoretically meant to be.

Secondary research often faces a challenge: abstract concepts

can have very different meanings in theminds of different researchers.

And, to date, primary research in software engineering still rarely

defines its investigated concepts [45, 48]. An implicit definition by

task and measure prevails, but the task and measure may be dif-

ferent in each primary study. This makes it difficult for someone

conducting a literature review to decide which primary study to

include to still ensure a meaningful comparison on the conceptual

level. We will illustrate the issue with two examples from our expe-

rience with secondary studies in the field of code comprehension.

1.1 Case 1: An Attempt at Meta-Analysis

Many attempts were made to find a metric that automatically mea-

sures code understandability. A few years ago, we empirically val-

idated such a metric, i.e., we investigated whether a metric pro-

posed by the industry really measures code understandability as it

claims [32]. However, we did not conduct our own experiment. In-

stead, we used data sets from ten existing code comprehensibility

studies, in which the comprehensibility of certain code snippets

had already been measured with human participants.

We obtained around 24,000 understandability evaluations of 427

code snippets, far more data than we could have collected in a

single study. We were then able to correlate the understandability
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evaluations with the automated metric values. This way, we knew

howwell the proposedmetric correlatedwith the human-collected

understandability evaluations within each study.

In a final step, we planned to statistically summarize the correla-

tion coefficients obtained from each study in a meta-analysis. And

here we were faced with a difficult decision. Only at this point did

we realize how differently primary studies actually measure code

comprehensibility: starting from the time needed to calculate a re-

turn value, over the correctness to comprehension questions, all

the way to the strength of brain deactivation measured as a proxy

for concentration through the usage of an fMRI scanner. Statis-

tically, it would have been possible to combine all this data, but

would it have made sense?

At the time, we decided against a holistic analysis and instead di-

vided our research question into five sub-questions, each of which

was to investigate the correlation of the metric with a specific way

of measuring code comprehensibility. To answer each of the sub-

questions, we then conducted a separate meta-analysis and created

forest plots. Then, as now, we believe that “while it is a tempting

thought to combine the types of variables rather than dividing each

of them into separate research questions, in our case the lack of

information on the relationships and validity of these measures

prevented us from doing so” [32].

Now, we still needed an answer to whether themetric correlated

with code understandability. The somewhat sobering answer is: it

depends. The metric correlated with comprehension time and sub-

jective ratings of understandability. It correlated less well with the

correctness of comprehension tasks and physiological measures.

Although these were interesting results, we were a little dissat-

isfied with the situation, as splitting the research into five sub-

questions is almost guaranteed to produce an “it depends” result.

Would we have been comparing apples with oranges if we had

thrown all the studies into one bowl?Our results suggest so, butwe

would only have certainty if we specifically investigated whether

all these metrics measured the same construct.

1.2 Case 2: A Systematic Mapping Study

The diversity of study designs that seemed to be present in code

comprehension studies made us curious.We therefore conducted a

systematic mapping study to take a closer look at the design land-

scape of 95 source code comprehension experiments published be-

tween 1979 and 2019 [48]. However, identifying these 95 studies

in the first place was challenging, which can be explained in part

by the results of the mapping study: each study in our dataset was

unique in its design, they all used different tasks and metrics to

measure a study participant’s code comprehension, and there was

no homogeneity in the naming of the construct of interest. For

example, we also examined studies that did not refer to compre-

hension but to readability, task difficulty, or mental effort. Notably,

hardly any of the 95 studies provided a definition of these con-

structs.

Thus, we were faced with the challenge of speculating about

the intention of the authors of the primary studies based on the

methodology of the studies: do they all intend tomeasure the same

construct, although they sometimes call it differently, and they all

operationalize it somewhat differently?We read all the papers care-

fully and decided whether to include a primary study or not to the

best of our knowledge and ability. This was more time-consuming

and involved more uncertainty than should have been necessary.

In both of these cases, we eventually found a way to address the

challenge of comparing and synthesizing primary studies on code

comprehension. For example, regarding case 2, we decided not to

trust the used concept names by the authors, but instead carefully

analyzed the experiment designs to find out if the authors really

wanted to measure our studied construct, bottom-up source code

comprehension from the perspective of human participants. This

required considerablymore time for extraction and discussion, with

many instances of us angrily throwing our hands up in frustration,

but ultimately, it led tomuchmore consistent results. Nevertheless,

it appeared as if we were fighting symptoms rather than a cause,

andwe did not see an easyway to define generalizable guidance for

other researchers based on these experiences. Variability in study

designs is desirable, as it contributes to a comprehensive under-

standing of a research question. It is also possible, in principle, to

make a statistical comparison despite a diversity of study charac-

teristics. However, a critical concern arises regarding the feasibility

of meaningful comparisons across primary studies at a conceptual

level. This challenge is particularly pronounced when studies oper-

ationalize variables in disparate ways without establishing a clear

definition of the investigated constructs. In the remainder of this

paper, we first review related literature on this topic (Section 2),

which then forms the basis for our discussion of ways forward in

the context of empirical software engineering research (Section 3).

2 RELATED WORK

We begin with an overview of the state of secondary studies in

SE, followed by a glimpse beyond the borders of SE, incorporating

insights from the fields of psychology and medicine.

2.1 Secondary Research in SE

Secondary studies in SE research have seen significant advance-

ment since the first push towards evidence-based software engi-

neering (EBSE) in the early 2000s [12]. Especially when it comes to

systematic reviews and mapping studies, there has been a healthy

number of publications [10, 11]. Systematic mapping studies have

allowed SE researchers to gain quick overviews through the cat-

egorization and high-level aggregation of various topics. To com-

plement this, in-depth systematic reviews then provide researchers

with more profound insights into the available evidence about spe-

cific topics, often through qualitative synthesis [35]. Moreover, ef-

forts have been made to establish concrete standards for conduct-

ing secondary studies [25, 27]. In addition to extensive methodolog-

ical knowledge about reviews and mapping studies, these guide-

lines often also include chapters on quantitative synthesis. But,

when it comes to quantitative secondary studies such asmeta-analyses,

only very few have been published in SE [11, 26].

So, why are there so few meta-analyses in our field? One pos-

sible explanation could lie in the pool of primary research suited

for quantitative synthesis. In fact, difficulties in conducting meta-

analysis in SE have been observed even before the advent of EBSE.
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At the turn of the millennium, Miller attempted to conduct a meta-

analysis on defect detection experiments. He found that “the dis-

cipline must embark upon a period of improvement to reduce the

variability between replicated experiments” [30]. The issues brought

up by Miller, such as the stark variability in study design, measure-

ment, and reporting of SE experiments, have since been repeatedly

found by others [2, 20, 22, 23].Miller’s investigation ended on a pos-

itive note, remarking that the field is still very young and things

may improve withmaturity.More than 20 years later, we still strug-

gle with the same problems in our attempts at meta-analysis.

Variability in studies, especially in replications, is a desired trait.

Study subjects, settings, materials should differ to provide robust-

ness of the observed effect [24]. However, variability is undesired

when it comes to fundamental understanding and definition of the

measured concepts. If concepts or properties are only the same in

name, but are understood differently by researchers, this will often

be reflected in a variability in the method of measurement, exper-

iment tasks, and measurement instruments. Often, researchers do

not attempt to evaluate construct validity and do not question the

measures they take, which might lead them to incorrect conclu-

sions [36]. Further, variability in reporting may be addressed with

more rigor in the adherence to reporting guidelines.

2.2 A Look at Other Fields of Research

Compared to the broader scientific community, software engineer-

ing is still a relatively young research area. This youth presents an

opportunity to draw lessons from the rich history of other disci-

plines, which have faced similar challenges in the past. Specifically,

the field of psychometrics [17], with its deep roots in measuring ab-

stract concepts and latent variables, may offer valuable insights to

SE researchers. In psychology, the relationship between human be-

havior and understanding its expression through quantifiable mea-

sures in tests has been discussed since 1886 [1].

As the years have passed since then, experimental psychologists

have faced many of the same challenges that SE researchers still

face today. The problem of multiple, different measures being used

for the same abstract concept is a core challenge described in the

literature on experimental psychology [1]. There, it is argued that

the problem is a necessary consequence of the abstract nature of

latent variables, as multiple instruments may measure the same

psychological phenomenon. The conclusion to this problem, how-

ever, is not the indiscriminate usage of instruments, but rather that

the evaluation of “the attributes of psychological testing is one of

the greatest concerns of psychometrics” [1].

As a consequence, experimental psychologists have long applied

systematic methods to evaluate the validity of psychometric in-

struments. Approaches such as classical test theory (CTT) [15],

item response theory (IRT) [16], and confirmatory factor analysis

(CFA) [4] could not only be applied when designing instruments

to measure latent variables in SE experiments, but also be taught

to aspiring SE researchers, as has been the case in experimental

psychology for years [8]. In fact, when measuring latent variables

such as comprehension, SE researchers assume the role of behav-

ioral scientists, as “they identify some type of observable behavior

that they think represents the particular unobservable psycholog-

ical attribute, state, or process” [17]. One might even go so far as

to say that measuring the human aspects of SE or conducting ex-

periments about software development constitutes a psychologi-

cal experiment, and thus, measuring the latent variables in SE is

psychometrics. Controlled experiments in SE very closely mirror

those in experimental psychology, but the maturity and rigor of

measurement methodology in the latter field could greatly benefit

the former. There have been attempts to bridge this gap and in-

troduce these methods to SE researchers [18, 38], but, as of today,

these discussions remain decidedly niche.

In psychometrics, measurement almost exclusively relates to la-

tent human variables, which are measured through meticulously

designed instruments. Software engineering, on the other hand,

additionally involves the measurement of software characteristics

that are directly measured, such as the number of lines of code.

This difference, however, should not be seen as an excuse to omit

discussions about the validity of software metrics and how they

represent quality attributes. For latent human characteristics, we

may directly use or adapt measurement instruments used in psy-

chology, but for software metrics, the driving force behind their

development is the SE community itself. Contrary to the lack of

discussions about the validity of latent variables, discussions about

the validity of software metrics have a much richer history in SE.

As early as 1996, researchers have argued against the blind accep-

tance of traditional measurement theory in favor of pragmatism

for software engineering [3]. The effect of this rejection is still

felt today, with the topic of construct validity being remarkably

absent in many software engineering papers, potentially leading

to wrong conclusions [37]. We therefore argue that, rather than

rejecting the approaches from other fields, the community should

embrace them. For software metrics, methods and theories applied

in psychology regarding construct validity could be particularly

important in establishing empirical standards.

Notably, since the first advocacy for the evaluation of construct

validity by Cronbach and Meehl in 1955 [9], psychology has no-

ticed significant improvements in clinical assessment through crit-

ical evaluation of all aspects of the construct validity process [44].

Some even call it “one of the most important concepts in all of

psychology” [46]. And while the object of measurement differs

and the measured concepts are often more concrete, many of the

methodological guidelines should be applied for both human- and

software-focused constructs. Of particular importance is an explicit

definition of themeasured concept, and applying standardized tests

and metrics to measure that concept, regardless of what is mea-

sured. Recent works defining guidelines on evaluating construct

validity in software engineering can be seen as valuable steps to-

ward supporting this effort [37, 42].

Furthermore, the method of meta-analysis and the challenges

of synthesizing data from heterogeneous studies have been an im-

portant topic in modern medicine research [14]. The introduction

of the random-effects model for the meta-analysis of clinical trials

was intended to account for and explain the heterogeneity of stud-

ies due to inter-study differences in the employed methods or pa-

tient characteristics [13]. Since then, the use of meta-analysis has

been standard procedure in medicine and public health research,

leading to modern approaches such as meta-regression and exten-

sions of the random-effectsmodel formultivariatemeta-analysis [14].
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In addition to sophisticated statistical methods of synthesis, med-

ical research exemplifies the adherence to strict methodological

guidelines such as those outlined in the CONSORT statement [31],

and standardized terminology and measures that are published in

various reporting guidelines [41]. Moreover, medicine has a larger

focus on replication studies, further expanding the pool of data for

established methodologies. In software engineering, the opposite

is the case: replication studies and meta-analyses are exceedingly

scarce [7, 21], and while a few standards and guidelines for mea-

surement and experiment design exist, they are not universally fol-

lowed.

3 WAYS FORWARD

It is not a novel finding that constructs exist in SE research and

that they are measured in different ways. Indeed, our community

seems even so aware of them that there are guidelines written for

SE research to ensure construct validity [37, 43], which should lead

to meaningful and valid operationalization. Furthermore, we were

not the first to carry out a secondary study and, in fact, there are

now guidelines for selecting an appropriate type of secondary re-

search in software engineering as well [36]. Practically speaking,

however, the devil is in the detail when conducting a secondary

study on certain constructs. For example, we experienced the afore-

mentioned challenge of deciding which primary studies are even

comparable with each other on a conceptual level. Based on our

experience and what we can learn from other research fields, we

see two concrete action items for the way forward that can make

SE research more effective and efficient in the future.

3.1 Define, Model, and Discuss Constructs

We need clarity about the construct under investigation already

during the design and execution of a primary study. Treating this

as an afterthought during the study reporting is not an acceptable

practice. When using established constructs from other fields, such

as personality and intelligence, definitions can usually be found

and cited. In some cases, these constructs are based not only on

dictionary-like definitions, but also on entire models that seman-

tically describe the construct. In the case of personality, e.g., one

could refer to the Five-Factor Model [29], and for intelligence, one

could build on Carroll’s Three-Stratum theory [6], to explore a re-

search question. If two studies cited and adhered to the same def-

inition or model, it should be straightforward to argue that they

are conceptually comparable.

Now, in the fast-paced field of software engineering, we do not

always have the luxury of relying on established and well-defined

constructs. Sometimes, a construct in a research field may be well-

defined, but it has a slightly different meaning in the SE context.

For example, text comprehension is a slightly older construct than

code comprehension, and the code comprehension research drew

on some ideas from its ancestor during its inception [33]. How-

ever, conceptually, according to the current state of research, we

are well-advised to define code and text comprehension as distinct

constructs [5, 28, 34]. So, what do we do when such a definition is

lacking?

Our suggestion is to propose missing construct definitions our-

selves. This can result from a community effort, such as a work-

shopwhere experts on a construct participate. It can also arise from

a public debate, in which individual researchers or research groups

engage in discourse and articulate their proposals in position pa-

pers. We have observed that there is insufficient exchange among

SE researchers regarding the semantics of abstract concepts, lead-

ing to uncertainty in the design of studies. Especially when there

are no standardized tests, designing a primary study becomes a

challenge in justifying one’s operationalization of a construct if

the construct has not been defined beforehand. Motivated by this,

Wyrich [47] recently proposed a definition and a conceptual model

for the concept of source code comprehension. Secondary studies

could make it a specific inclusion criterion that a primary study

must be anchored in such a conceptual model to ensure compa-

rability of included primary studies. We hope for more initiatives

like these and advocate for a space for construct discussion within

the respective research communities.

3.2 Standardize and Validate Instruments

Definitions help articulate the intentions of researchers, and we

would appreciate it if each primary study defines its constructs.

However, from the perspective of primary researchers, it remains

laborious to develop a test for the construct under investigation for

each study and potentially have to validate it as well. Therefore,

the presence of standardized and validated tests, as known in psy-

chology, would be a relief for primary research in SE. Secondary

studies, in turn, could make use of a specific standardized test in

primary studies as a criterion for inclusion to ensure comparabil-

ity between primary studies. In some cases, there may still be the

issue of an implicit definition of the construct through the tasks

of such a test, but at least all included primary studies intended to

measure something in the exact same way.

An example from SE is the work of Siegmund et al. [40] on mea-

suring programming experience. They developed a model of pro-

gramming experience, designed a questionnaire, and followed a

psychometrics approach to validate the questionnaire with com-

puter science students. The work represents, according to the au-

thors themselves, just the beginning of a larger effort to create a

reliable and reusable test instrument for measuring programming

experience. When the original conference article won the most in-

fluential paper award (MIP) at ICPC 2022, in the MIP Talk [39],

Siegmund drew a somewhat sobering conclusion, stating that the

test has not been further developed by either the authors or the

community. One reason mentioned by Siegmund was that the vali-

dation of a measurement instrument often takes several years, and

this is rarely appreciated by appointment or PhD committees. An-

other reason for the slow progress is that useful datasets exist but

are not accessible. While many studies already build on the work

of Siegmund et al. [40], these studies do not publish their own re-

search data that could be used for further validation of the test

instrument [39].

To make standardized measurement instruments for frequently

studied constructs in the SE context a reality, a paradigm shift is

needed within our research community. And there are some rea-

sons to be optimistic about ourmethodological future. For example,
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SIGSOFT promotes its open science policies, e.g., at the Interna-

tional Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE), and several SE

conferences now have dedicated replication tracks. It is our hope

that this increasing recognition of open data and replications will

over time increase the availability of data for validating measure-

ment instruments in SE. At the same time, SE researchers need

to be educated about the importance of construct validity and the

significant value of validated measurement instruments. While it

is completely normal in other disciplines to spend one or even sev-

eral PhD projects on the development of a reliable and valid mea-

surement instrument, a similar project would still raise the eye-

brows of many SE researchers. In peer review, there is currently

often not even a minimum requirement for construct validation

on the part of the study authors. Additionally, in the use of vali-

dated tests, we often observe researchers modifying them without

being aware of the consequences for construct validity. This is an

indicator that guidelines and introductory articles on the subject

are needed [18, 37].

4 CONCLUSION

When comparing primary studies on abstract concepts, there is a

risk of literally comparing apples to oranges. In our opinion, there

is nothing wrong with a fresh fruit salad. However, in SE research,

it is currently challenging to discern the variety of fruits mixed

in the bowl. Often, definitions for constructs are lacking, different

terms are used interchangeably, and for hardly any construct, there

exists a validated, reusable measurement instrument.

We have reported on two instances where the current situation

posed challenges for us. Deciding which primary studies to select

for a secondary study currently is, on a conceptual level, akin to a

matter of intuition and laborious interpretative work. Relatedwork

from other fields has shown us that this situation can be improved,

and that SE research can evolve methodologically.

Our resulting two-step guide to success can be summarized as

follows: 1. Discuss, define, and model constructs within the respec-

tive research community, 2. Standardize and validate the measure-

ment of these constructs. The outcome should benefit everyone

involved in SE research: authors of primary studies, researchers

conducting secondary studies, reviewers of both types of papers,

and of course readers of SE papers.
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